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Massachusetts Institute of Technology Invitational 

Circuit Lab C 

Exam Booklet 
− DO NOT BEGIN UNTIL GIVEN PERMISSION 

− You will have 50 minutes to complete the exam || You may separate the exam 

− For calculation questions, it is not required that you show your work, however partial credit will be 

assigned if correct steps are shown with an incorrect answer. 

− Answers must be given with appropriate significant figures and units to receive full credit.  

− All final answers must be placed inside the designated box, including multiple choice. 

− Lab: You will have up to 20 minutes to complete each lab sections (2 total). A proctor will instruct 

you when it is your turn. You will not be given any replacement components, so be careful not to 

damage them. 

− Allowed materials: 3-ring binder, writing utensils, two calculators, basic multimeter 

− Tie-breaker order: 15, 17, 27, 33, 39, 43, 45, 48 

 

Competitors:     ________________________________________ 

         _________________________________________ 

School Name:    ________________________________________ 

Team Number: ___________ 

 

Rank: ___________ 

Score: ___________ 
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Page Number Possible Score Your Score 

3 30 
 

4 24  

5 26 
 

6 32 
 

7 28 
 

8 26 
 

9 36 
 

10 28 
 

11 32 
 

LAB 1 52  

LAB 2 44  

Total 358 
 

Please provide ratings for the following items on a scale 

of 1 (low) to 10 (high) after time is called. 

Rate the quality of this exam: _______ 

Rate the difficulty of this exam: _______ 
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Fill in the blank with either the last name of a physicist from the rules or “Nobody” for questions 1-10. (10 pts; 1 pt each) 

1. Coined the term “electrodynamics” 2 (1 pt) 
 

 

2. Coined the term “black-body radiation” 2 (1 pt) 
 

 

3. Discovered “electromagnetism” 2 (1 pt) 
 

 

4. Published an acoustic law (proven false) 2 (1 pt) 
 

 

5. Central figure in the “War of the currents” 2 (1 pt) 

6. 287 patents; 2 hours of sleep 2 (1 pt) 
 

 

7. Breakthrough invention in 1800 2 (1 pt) 
 

 

8. Perfected heavy (not light) glass 2 (1 pt) 
 

 

9. Had wine before testing current in shower 2 (1 pt) 
 

 

10.  Enjoyed testing currents in wine goblets 2 (1 pt)

 
 

11. [A] Calculate total charge transferred. 1 (2 pts) 

A. 98 kC B. 110 kC 

C. 117 kC D. 123 kC 

12. [A] Calculate total energy transferred. 1 (2 pts) 

A. 0.82 MJ B. 1.29 MJ 

C. 1.52 MJ D. 1.89 MJ 

13. [B] Calculate the value of i. 1 (2 pts) 

A. 1 mA B. 10 mA 

C. 100 mA D. 1 A 

14. [C] Calculate the value of v. 1 (2 pts) 

A. 10 V B. 12 V 

C. 50 V D. 60 V 

15. [D] Calculate the value of R. 1 (2 pts) (TB#1) 

A. 3.2  B. 4.0  

C. 5.1  D. 5.6  

16. [E] Find the equivalent resistance. 1 (2 pts) 

A. 5  B. 15  

C. 25  D. 30  

17. [F] Which is correct? 1 (2 pts) (TB#2) 

A. Image A B. Image B 

C. Image C D. Image D 

18. [G] Which is correct? 1 (2 pts) 

A. Image A B. Image B 

C. Image C D. Image D 

19. [H] Which switch turns on the light? 1 (2 pts) 

A. Left B. Middle 

C. Right D. Any of them 

A 

The voltage and current at the terminals of an automobile battery during a 
charge cycle are shown below over 15 ks 

                 
Note that time is in kiloseconds; 1 ks = 1000 s 

B 

 

C 

 

D 

 

E 

 

F 

 

G 

Assume the sphere is conductive 

 

H 

 

I 

 

 
20. [I] What is this equivalent to? 1 (2 pts) 

A. NOT B. NOR 

C. XOR D. XNOR 

 ____ / 30 

+ 

+ - 

- + - 

+ - 
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21. Short Response: Who contributed more to electrodynamic theory: Einstein or Maxwell? Make a strong claim, 

support your idea with verifiable evidence and analysis, and write clearly. 2 (4 pts; 1, 1, 1, 1) 

22. Long Response: Choose a scientist currently listed in the rules and argue why they should be removed. Make a 
strong claim, support your idea with verifiable evidence and analysis, and write clearly. 2 (6 pts; 1, 2, 2, 1) 

23. Convert X(Y+Z)(X+Y+Z) to a simplified sum of products expression.2 (3 pts) 
 
 

24. Convert X’Z’ + XY’Z + XYZ’ to a simplified product of sums expression.2 (6 pts) 
 

 

25. Eddy currents are the root cause of what phenomenon in conductors carrying AC current. 4 (2 pts) 
 
 

26. One 12 V battery supplies 100 mA to a boom box. How much energy does the battery supply in 4 hours? Provide your 
answer to 3 significant figures. 1 (3 pts) 

 
 

 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

____ / 24 
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27. Rank the LED colors in order of increasing forward voltage. 1 (2 pts) (TB#3) 

A. Red < Green < Yellow < Blue B. Blue < Green < Yellow < Red 

C. Red < Yellow < Green < Blue D. Red < Yellow < Blue < Green 

28. What is the relationship between the wavelength (λ) of LEDs and the forward voltage (VF)? 1 (2 pts) 

A. Shorter λ have greater VF B. Longer λ have greater VF 

C. Shorter λ have smaller VF D. None of the above 

29. Which of the following is NOT an appropriate semiconductor material for an orange LED? 1 (2 pts) 

A. Gallium arsenide phosphide B. Gallium(III) phosphide 

C. Aluminum gallium indium phosphide D. Gallium arsenide 

30. Which of the following can NOT be used to construct a logic gate? 1 (2 pts) 

A. Diodes B. Induction coils 

C. Transistors D. Vacuum tubes 

31. Which of the following logic gates are linear functions? (Choose all that apply) 2 (3 pts) 

A. OR B. NOR 

C. XOR D. XNOR 

32. Which of the following logic gates can be approximated with linear functions? (Choose all that apply) 2 (3 pts) 

A. OR B. NOR 

C. XOR D. XNOR 

33. Which of the following logic gates exhibit universality? (Choose all that apply) 2 (3 pts) (TB#4) 

A. OR B. NOR 

C. AND D. NAND 

34. Memory cells are circuits that store one bit of binary information as either a 1 or 0; they are the fundamental building 

block of computer memory. Which of the following components would you expect to be used for random-access 

memory? HINT: Which components can store a bit? (Choose all that apply) 2 (3 pts) 

A. Capacitors B. NANDs 

C. NORs D. MOSFETs 

35. Which of the following logic gates are reversible, or form a bijective mapping f: {0,1}n of n-bit data -> itself? 

(Choose all that apply) 2 (3 pts) 

A. NOT B. AND 

C. NOR D. XOR 

36. A conducting loop is placed in a constant magnetic field as shown. Which of the following would create a motional emf 

in the loop? (Choose all that apply) 3 (3 pts)  

A. Moving the loop to the left or 

right 

B. Moving the loop upwards or 

downwards 

C. Rotating the loop in the plane 

of the page 

D. Rotating the loop out of the plane 

of the page 

E. Making the loop larger F. Making the loop smaller 

 

____ / 26 
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37.  Given that current i1 = 21 A and i2 = 14 A, calculate the power supplied by V1 and V2 (PV1, PV2) and the voltage drop 

across R6 (VR6). 1 (12 pts; 4, 4, 4)  

38. Determine the resistance (Req) seen by the voltage source (V1) and the total power dissipated. Provide your answers 

to 3 significant figures. 1 (12 pts; 6, 6) 

39. Determine the voltage (Vo) across resistor R1. Provide your answer to 3 significant figures. 1 (8 pts) (TB#5) 

____ / 12 

\ 

Req = _______________ P = _______________ 

 

PV1 = _______________ PV2 = _______________ VR6 = _______________ 

 

Vo = _______________ 

 

____ / 32 

____ / 32 
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40. Determine the voltage (v) across R2 and the current (i) through R3. Provide your answers to 3 significant figures. 

Hint: Use superposition. 1 (12 pts; 6 pts each) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

41. Determine the following. Provide your answers to 3 significant figures. 1 (16 pts; 8, 2, 6) 

• Obtain the Thevenin equivalent at terminals A-B. (8 pts) 

• Calculate the current through RL when RL = 8 . (2 pts) 

• Find the value of RL that results in maximum power delivered to it. Determine that max power. (6 pts; 3, 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thévenin 

____ / 28 

v = _______________     i = _______________ 

 

 

 

IRL = __________     RL = __________     Pmax = __________ 
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42.  The diagram shows an electrochemical cell with copper and silver electrodes and standard reduction potentials. Use 

your knowledge of electrical circuits and electrochemistry to determine the following: 1 (14 pts; 4, 2, 4, 3, 1) 

• Circle whether each metal is being oxidized or reduced and explain how you know. (4 pts) 

• Write the anode and cathode half-reactions. (2 pts) 

• What is the purpose of the salt bridge? How? (4 pts; 2, 2) 

• Determine the standard cell potential. (3 pts) 

• State whether the cell is an electrolytic or voltaic cell. (1 pt) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

43.  Determine the node voltages V1, V2, and V3. Provide your answers to 3 significant figures. 1 (12 pts; 4, 4, 4) (TB#6) 

 

____ / 26 

Cu: (   Oxidized   |   Reduced   )  _____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

Ag: (   Oxidized   |   Reduced   ) _____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

Anode: ___________________________     Cathode: ___________________________ 

Salt Bridge Purpose:  _____________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

𝑬𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍
𝒐  = ____________________          Cell Type: (   Electrolytic   |   Voltaic   ) 

V1 = _______________     V2 = _______________     V3 = _______________ 
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44. Determine the following by referencing the Op-Amp circuit below. 1 (10 pts; 2, 4, 4) 

• Type of op-amp (2 pts) 

• An expression for VS in terms of V1, V2, R1, and R2. (4 pts) 

• How does this op-amp configuration act when the input voltages are similar and different? (4 pts; 2, 2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

45. Perform the following. Provide your answers to 3 significant figures. 1 (14 pts; 6, 8) (TB#7) 

• Determine the voltage (Vo) given V1 = 1V, V2 = 2V, V3 = 3V, and V4 = 4V. (6 pts) 

• If V1, V2, and V4 are held constant at the values above, what range of V3 will not saturate the op-amp? (8 pts) 

 

 

 

 

46.  Shown below is an instrumentation amplifier driven by a bridge. Determine the value of Vo when Vi = 2.00 V and the 

gain of the circuit (V0/Vi). Provide your answers to 3 significant figures. 1 (12 pts; 8, 4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____ / 36 

Vo = _______________    Range = _____________________ 

 

Type = _______________     

VS = _________________ 

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________ 

 

Vo = _______________    Gain = _______________     
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47. Determine the minimum number of NAND gates required to implement the Boolean function A + A�̅� + A�̅�C. (4 pts) 

48. Determine the simplified Boolean expression for output Q. (6 pts) (TB#8) 

49. Draw an electrical control diagram using three 3-way (SPDT) and one 4-way (DPDT) switches that controls two lights 

in accordance to the truth table provided. Use 5V DC lights and a 5V DC source. Label the switches (S1, S2, S3, and S4) 

and lights (L1 and L2). Examples of SPDT and DPDT switches in the OFF (0) position are provided. 1 (12 pts) 

50. Draw and name the logic circuit diagram equivalent of the transistor circuit shown. (6 pts; 3, 3) 

  

Number of NAND gates = _______________ 

 

Q 

Simplified Exp. Q = ________________________ 

 

S1 S2 S3 S4 L1 L2 
0 0 0 0 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 1 0 
1 1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 0 
1 0 1 1 1 0 
1 1 0 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 

 

 

 

 

 

Logic Gate Name = _______________     

____ / 28 
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51. Suppose that an electron is placed with an initial velocity of v=-6i+3j-2k in an area with a constant magnetic field and 

a constant electric field. The strength of a magnetic field in Tesla is given as B=4i+3j-2k and the strength of the electric 

field in N/C is E=3i-5j+k. Calculate the magnitude of the acceleration of the electron at the moment that it is placed in 

the area. Provide your answer to 3 significant figures. 3 (6 pts) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

52. Two parallel wires run in a north-south direction. The eastern wire carries 30.0 A southward while the western wire 

carries 12.0 A northward. If the wires are separated by 30 cm, what is the magnetic field strength at a point between 

the wires, 10 cm from the western wire (BW+10cm)? Provide your answer to 3 significant figures. 1 (8 pts)  

53. Consider the diagram below of a square loop of length l=5.00 cm that is placed inside a 625-turn solenoid of radius 

r=50.0 cm. No current is flowing through the solenoid at t=0.00 s. Beginning at t=2.00 s, the current increases at a 

constant rate from 0.00 A to 15.0 A until t=2.20 s. If the induced voltage in the loop during the period in which the 

current increases in the solenoid is 37.5 μV, find the length of the solenoid in meters. 3 (8 pts)  

54. Use the diagram below to answer the following questions: 3 (10 pts; 2, 2, 6) 

• What type of device does the diagram depict? HINT: It is used to produce energy. (2 pts) 

• Does this device produce AC or DC current? (2 pts) 

• Suppose that the area of the loop inside the magnetic field is 25.0 cm2. The magnetic field strength is 24.0 G. 

The loop rotates at a frequency of 42.0 Hz. How many turns of the loop are required to generate a peak 

voltage of 1.60 × 102 mV? (6 pts) 

  

BW+10cm = _______________     

 

|a| = _______________ 

 

L = _______________ 

 

Device: _____________ 

Current: (   AC   |   DC   ) 

N = ________________ 

 ____ / 32 
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LAB 1 (Op-Amps): At this station, you will first analyze and then construct a circuit. On the breadboard provided, there 

are two regions: “Circuit 1” has a pre-built op-amp and “Circuit 2” has space for you to build an op-amp. 1 (52 pts total) 
 

55. [Analysis] Draw a circuit diagram for Circuit 1. Include component values where appropriate. Label V1OUT. A 

schematic of the op-amp is provided for reference. (12 pts) 

56. Calculate the theoretical positive terminal voltage (V1IN+) at pin 3 and output voltage (V1OUT) at pin 1. Provide your 
answers to 3 significant figures. (8 pts; 4, 4) 

57.  [Construction] Using the components provided, build a circuit (Circuit 2) on the other unused op-amp that results in 

an output voltage (V2OUT) that is ~1 V greater than the output voltage (V1OUT) at pin 1. To clarify, your measured 

output voltage V2OUT should be within 10% of V2OUT = V1OUT + 1. Then do the following: (32 pts; 10, 12, 6, 4) 

• Call over a proctor. Measure and record V2OUT and ask them to initial in the space provided. (10 pts) 

• Draw a circuit diagram for Circuit 2. You can use V1OUT in lieu of redrawing Circuit 1. (12 pts) 

For the calculations below, provide your answers to 3 significant figures. 

• Calculate the theoretical output voltage (V2OUT) at pin 7. (6 pts) 

• Calculate the percent error between the measured and theoretical output voltage (V2OUT) at pin 7. (4 pts) 

 

  

V1IN+ = _______________     V1OUT = _______________ 

 

 

 

Pinout 

 

Circuit 1 Diagram 

 

Circuit 2 Diagram 

 

Theoretical V2OUT = _______________ 

Percent Error = _______________ 

 

V2OUT = ___________         Proctor Initials = _____________ 

____ / 52 
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LAB 2 (Digital Logic): At this station, you will first analyze and then construct a circuit. On the breadboard provided, 

there are two regions: “Circuit 1” has a pre-built logic gate and “Circuit 2” has space for you to build a gate. 1 (46 pts total) 
 

58. [Analysis] Perform the following for the circuit constructed on the breadboard labeled “Circuit 1”: (18 pts; 12, 4, 2) 

• Draw a circuit diagram for Circuit 1. Include component values where appropriate. (12 pts) 

• Name the type of logic gate and write the Boolean expression in terms of A, B, and Q. (4 pts; 2, 2) 

• Complete a truth table for the logic gate using the template provided. (2 pts) 

 

59. [Construction] Using the components provided, build a circuit in the space on the breadboard labeled “Circuit 2” that 

obeys the truth table provided below. There may be multiple solutions. Then do the following: (26 pts; 10, 12, 4) 

• Call over a proctor and demonstrate your circuit to them. They will initial in the space provided. (10 pts) 

• Draw a circuit diagram for Circuit 2. Include component values where appropriate. (12 pts) 

• Name the type of logic gate and write the Boolean expression in terms of A, B, C, and Q. (4 pts; 2, 2) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Circuit 1 Diagram 

 

Logic Gate Type = _____________ 

Boolean Exp. Q  = _____________ 

 

 

 

 

 

Circuit 2 Diagram 

 

Proctor Initials = ______________ 

Logic Gate Type = _____________ 

Boolean Exp. Q  = _____________ 

A B C Q 

0 0 0 1 

1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

1 1 0 0 

0 1 1 0 

1 0 1 0 

1 1 1 0 

 

 
____ / 44 

A B Q 

0 0  

1 0  

0 1  

1 1  

 

 

 

 

` 


